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Stokes defends freedom of
expression; speaksThursday
Special to the Voice
Representative Louis Stokes
will be on campus as a Black
Leader-in-Residen- ce on Thursday,
December 6, and Friday, December
7. His public lecture "Freedom of
Expression: Challenge of the 20th
Century" is scheduled for Thursday
night at 7:30 in McGaw Chapel.
Immediately following the lec-
ture, a reception will be held in
Lowry Center Pit. His visit is
jointly sponsored by the Office of
the Dean of Students and the Of-
fice of the Black Student Affairs.
Stokes, who presently serves as
the Dean of the 11 member Ohio
Democratic Congressional Delega-
tion, has been involved in address-
ing ongoing concerns regarding
freedom of expression and pro-
posed legislation to amend the
Constitution of the United States. ,
Some of Stokes opinions on
Graduation ceremony participation
requirements revised.
Linda A. Long
Voice Collegiate Newi Editor
At a recent meeting of the Aca-
demic Standards Committee, the
committee approved the proposal
to change the requirements to par-
ticipate in the graduation ceremo-
ny.
In previous years, the following
requirements had to be met in or-
der for a student to be able to par-
take in commencement exercises :
1) all requirements in the ma-
jor have been completed;
2) all distribution requirements
have been completed;
3) all other requirements and
elec lives, except one course, have
been completed;
' 4) the one course needed is a
general elective offered during the
summer session at the College,
and the student has preregistered
for the course;
5) there are no outstanding ob-
ligations under the Codes of Aca-
demic Integrity and Social Re-
sponsibility;
6) the commencement program
various topics include:
Freedom of expression: "If I am
to really be free I must give anoth-
er American the right to express
his freedom as he sees fit."
Flag burning: "I served three years
in the Army in defense of this
country during WWII... Mr.
Speaker, I did not risk my life for
a piece of red. white and blue
cloth. I risked my life for the free-
dom represented by the flag under
the Bill of Rights and the Consti-
tution.
'
"The first amendment has served
our nation well for over 200 years.
It is a provision which was drafted
to protect the voice and opinions
of the minority as well as the ma-
jority. It is a provision, a philos-
ophy, nations around the world, in
Eastern Europe and elsewhere, are
trying to emulate. It is a way of
life that many would give their
lives for."
includes a notation that the student
has not yet completed the degree
(taken from the 1990-199- 1 Cata-
logue).
The changes will now read that
a student may participate in gradu- -'
ation if:
1) the student lacks only one
course of the 32 required course
credits;
2) there are no outstanding ob-
ligations under the Codes of Aca-
demic Integrity and Social Re-
sponsibility;
3) the commencement program
includes a notation that the student
has not yet completed the degree.
The reason that the changes
were proposed and accepted is that
it will now be more difficult to
exclude a student from participa-
tion in graduation. Since Wooster
confers degrees only once a year,
the harsher guidelines would stop
many students from being in-
volved in the ceremony. The new
requirements will also allow for a
more uniform method for interpre-
tation of the senior Independent
Study project.
President Bush's veto of the Civil
Rights Bill: "The veto by Presi-
dent George Bush of the 1990 Civ-
il Rights Bill is a dastardly act by
one who pretends himself to be
"kinder and gentler"... The Presi-
dent's veto was a blatant slap in
the face to the black male and fe-
male military personnel whom he
sent to the deserts of the Persian
Gulf to fight andor die for human
rights of people in another part of
the world. How does he explain to
them that while fighting for hu-
man rights of foreigners they are
not entitled to their civil rights in
America.
"President Bush's veto keeps
"hope alive" for the Nazi beliefs of
David Duke of the Republican Par-
ty, the Ku Klux Klan marchers in
Washington, DC. the skinheads in
Oregon, white male defectors for
the Democratic Party, racists and
bigots throughout America."
Toensmeier and Hendrickson resign from
SGA calling it "pretentious and elitist"
Amy Hollander
Voice Editor
Lane Toensmeier, a representa-
tive from Luce, and Mark Hen-
drickson, director of public rela-
tions, announced their resignation
from the Student Government As-
sociation last night in a joint let-
ter which Hendrickson read to the
General Assembly.
A lack of action by the SGA
was cited among the reason for
their resignation. According to
them, "the SGA is fulfilling a
long tradition of inaction, impo-
tence and irrelevance...it took the
SGA five weeks to decide that
prejudice is bad."
The decision to resign, according
to the letter, came when they both
realized that the agenda and goals
they had hoped to reach this year
could not be fulfilled through the
SGA.
Andy Gardner responded that he
Wooster players, senior guard Mark Stanley (left) and sophomore
forward Brian Buchanan, hustle for a loose ball in the Scots' 69-6- 3
victory over Marietta. (Photo by News Services.)
he did not think that the SGA was
the place to reach personal goals.
"We have to concern ourselves
with a little more than that," Gard-
ner said.
Other reasons for the resignation
included Toensmeier and Hendrick-son- 's
concern that SGA is
"pretentious and elitist."
The letter cited such phrases as
"'the SGA does more work than
any other organization,' 'we are
campus leaders' and 'we deserve a
$500 retreat when other groups
don't simply because we're campus
the leaders." which were allegedly
voiced by SGA members.
, Toensmeier and Hendrickson
concluded that they did not intend
"to attack or to insult the SGA or
anyone personally" but rather they
stated their purpose as a need to
address these issues because they
are "concerned with the issue of
student empowerment and there-
fore believe that the SGA needs to
1 )
be an effective body of student rep-
resentation."
President Jennifer Belmont said
that she was disturbed by the res-
ignation and said that some of the
issues raised are "very much un-
substantiated."
"Keep this letter in mind if you
ever come to this body for an en-
dorsement," commented Amy
Dana.
The resignation was unanimous-
ly accepted.
Elections for replacements of the
two positions and another assem-
bly seat to fill the vacancy of a re-
moval of an SGA at-lar- ge repre-
sentative will be held December
12.
Petitions are avaibable at Lowry
Front Desk for students interested
in running for those positions.
Campaigning will take place be-
tween December 5 and 1 1.
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WUtem Lange, a Wooster graduate, entertains the audience with
his reading of "A Christmas Carol." He win return to Wooster
tomorrow night at 720 pm to continue his annual tracfikm.
Wooster grad reads
"A Christmas Carol"
Special to the Voice
Willcm Large, English teacher,
carpenter, columnist, Adirondack
guide. Outward Bound leader, con-
tractor, actor, husband and teacher,
became addicted to Charles Dick-
ens' A Christmas Carol while a
student in the early 1950s at the
College.
At that time a much loved tra-
dition of the entire campus com-
munity was annual dramatic read-
ing of the Dickens story by English
professor Delbert Lean. AsLange
joined others who jammed into the
chapel to begin their holiday sea-
son, he vowed that he, too, would
one day attempt to transfix an au-
dience with this beloved story.
For many years now. Lange's
home town of Hanover, New
Hampshire, has begun their holi-
day season with his annual rendi
Model UN
Drew Nicholson
Special to the Voice
At the University of Pennsylva-
nia Model United Nations . Confer-
ence, the College of Wooster Mod-
el UN team startled the competi-
tion with an impressive third place
finish.
The team, consisting of seniors
Jen McGee, Scott Mcrriman, Paul
Wexler, junior Frank Andorka.
sophomores Drew Nicholson.
tion of A Christmas Carol
Dressed in black tails, peering at
the audience over spectacles, be
slowly begins to tell his story,
with an obvious fondness:
"Marley was dead; lo begin with.
There is no doubt about thai."
Large finally returned to campus
and. although the old stone chapel
is no more, realized his goal by
sharing A Christmas Carol with
the campus and local alomni in
Freedlandcr Theatre last year.
The holiday program sponsored
by the Land o Scots. Wooster's
local alumni club, will be repeated
tomorrow at 7:30 pm followed by
a reception hosted by President and
Mrs. Copeland.
Complimentary tickets are avail-
able in the Alumni Office today
with any remaining tickets availa-
ble at the Information Desk in
Lowry Center on Saturday.
represents
Alissa Steelman and first-yea- rs --
Gardner Key and Jeff McDowell
along with tech-suppo- rt senior
Glenn Sanford, left campus early
Thursday morning in a College
van. The team arrived at the Her-she- y
Hotel in downtown Pennsyl-
vania, ready to go.
After it was all over, the team,
representing the Republic of
Cuba, had tied for third with Flori-
da State, representing the United
States and arch-riv- al Georgetown,
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Annual writing contest for Wooster
students offers prize money
Special lo the Voice
The English department an-
nounces the 1991 competition for
Wooster's Annual Writing Prizes.
The prizes are designed to recog-
nize superior writing in poetry,
fiction and the critical essay done
by Wooster students during their
years at the College.
The department win award more
.than a thousand dollars in prize
money this year.
The four prizes result from per-
sonal and institutional contribu-
tions to Wooster. The Donaldson
Prize for Fiction was established
in 19S5 by Wooster alumnus Ste-
phen Donaldson f68). bestselling
author of The Chronicles of
Thomas Covenant. The prize nor-
mally goes to the Finest short sto-
ry or excerpt of a longer fictional
work not to exceed twenty five
pages.
Seyeial prizes recognize poetic
achievement. In 1983. Mrs. Mary
Kinsey established the Kinsey
Alliance forms to combat racism
Katfilcen Schuh
Voice Staff Reporter
A group of diverse students is
coming together for the first time
this week to form an Alliance
Against Prejudice. The goal of this
new group is to carry the theme of
the First Year Seminar
"Difference, Power, Discrimina-
tion: Perspectives on Race, Class.
Gender and Culture" out of the
classroom and into a non-acade- mic
environment with open discus-
sions of intolerance. These open
discussions would probe a variety
of questions, concerns, and issues
Cuba for
representing Morocco, among oth-
er countries. Georgetown also tied
for second place representing
France and BraziL The University
of Chicago took first place with
the newly united Germany.
The Wooster team beat other
colleges such as Harvard, Prince-
ton. MIT, Boston University,
Muhlenberg. Brandeis and many
other highly rated colleges around
the country,
"I was extrernefy pleased by our
Prize for Poetry in memory of her
husband Ralph L. Kinsey. a 1933
Wooster graduate.
This year marks the third com-
petition for the Vonna Hicks Adri-
an Poetry Prizes. Professor Emer-
itus Arthur A. Adrian for Case-Weste- rn
Reserve University donat-
ed these prizes in memory of bis
wife, a poet and alumna of the
College. Two Adrian prizes nor--.
mally are awarded each year, one
for an outstanding poem or group
of poems, the other for an original
critical essay on a long poem or
group of shorter poems.
Wooster also participates in the
College Poetry contests sponsored
by the Academy of American
Poets at 174 colleges and universi-
ties across the country. Many
prominent American poets won
their first recognition with an
Academy College Poetry Prize, in-
cluding Sylvia Plath. Louise
Pluck. George Starbuck, Tess Gal-
lagher and Robert Mezey.
Every five years, the Academy
facing students.
"Hopefully, by means of con-
structive conversation and collec-
tive exchanges we can offer to the
campus community some viable
solutions that provide some pre-
ventive measures. These might be
in the form of judicial policy, ad-
ministration supplements, academ-
ic expansion andor student em- -
powerment," stated Erika Poethig. jf
one of the founders of the group, j
"We have heard the concerns raised
about the existence of --
'underground prejudice on this.
campus.We also participate in
actions that promote prejudice and
third place finish
performance," said Andorka. "The
team really pulled together."
The College also received three
Honored Delegate Awards, going
to McDowell, Key and McGee.
"The team is of extremely high
quality. It isn't always easy to get
the judges to Ibtcn to a lesser de-
veloped nation like Cuba but we
got our points across in every
committee," remarked Key. "I
really enjoyed myself."
The College of Wooster Model
publishes an anthology of selected
prize-winni- ng poems, edited by a
prominent American poet The
last edition of the anthology. New
Voices: 1984-198- 8, was edited by
Donald Hall and the next collec-
tion is scheduled for 1993.
The deadline for submissions to
the competition is March 1. 1990.
Submissions may be deposited in
clean, typed form in a box outside
Deb Shostak's office. 241 Kauke,
beginning on January 14. Manu-
scripts will not be returned.
The competition is for Wooster
students only, but it is not re-
stricted to Literature students. Stu-
dents are encouraged to submit
work done for Junior or Senior In-
dependent Study projects, as well
as poems (no more than ten), sto-
ries and essays written outside of .
class. Previously published work
will not be accepted, but work be-
ing published in this year's Gol-
iad is welcome. Please direct
questions about the competition to
Professor, Shostaluitu
perpetuate ideas that are antitheti-
cal to ideologies taught at the Col-
lege of Wooster."
Poethig stated and referred to the
Omega newsletter as one example.
This Alliance will have the oppor
tunity to attempt to change some '
of these factors.
Several organizations on campus
have said that they will be repre- -
sen ted in the-- group. Among
them; SGA; ISA; BSA, Circle K
International and Inter-Secti-on
Council. AU students are also in
vited to attend. The first meeting
of the Alliance was held Thursday,
November 29.
UN team which also consists of
Randal Horobik, Robb DeGraw,
Rowly Bracken, Taka Kumashiro,
Megan Goldman and Linda Long
will be going to the Cleveland
State Model United Nations Con-
ference at the end of January and
the National Conference during the
last week of March.
They took seventh place at Na-
tionals Islast year. They hope to go
to Internationals which are held in
Hague in June.
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Recycling program seeks volunteers to sort bins
LisaDameron
Special to die Voice
Editor's Note: Dameron is the
Wooster Volunteer Network's Pro-
ject Head for the Environment
The College's Recycling Pro-
gram has been very successful this
year. The program has been ex-
panded from last year and now in-
cludes aluminum, glass, cardboard,
paper, newspaper and plastic.
This comprehensive program
was the result of Scott Nelson's
waste stream study, which was
conducted in the summer.
Because of recycling popularity,
however, the program faces two
problems: a need for more volun-
teers and help from the initial re-cycl- ers
- the campus.
All of the College's recycling is
done by approximately IS volun-
teer students. These include the
members of Myers House, some
ECOS members and other interest-
ed people.
Joe Neff, contact person for the
.j program, said that people who re-
cycle tend to be interesting. They
JB Typewriter
COPIES 40
812X11 WHITE
345-740- 5
8- -5:30 Daily
9- -2 Saturday
are crazy enough to get up at 9:30
am on a Saturday morning to ride
around on a truck and collect what
was once thought to be trash."
However, one can volunteer on
any other weekday afternoon. "In
general," Neff said, "the volunteers
are devoted and amazing."
Because of the sheer amount of
material to be recycled, these peo-
ple work many hours. Some
members of Myers House work up
to ten hours a week. The program
is in dire need of new volunteers.
Recycling "runs" are made six
days a week. A daily 11:00 am
run is made to Lowry to collect
cardboard, tin, plastic and glass.
Recyclables at Kittredge, the
Wooster Inn and the Underground
are also collected during the week
at this time. Paper from the mail-roo- m
is also collected daily.
The weekday afternoon runs be-
gin at 3 pm. On Mondays and
Thursdays all recyclables are col-
lected from the dorms. On Tues-
days cardboard is collected from the
library, the PEC, Galpin, Mateer,
the physical plant. Severance
Chemistry and Taylor.
Service & Sales
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All recyclables are collected from
the academic buildings on Wednes-
days and from the program houses
on Fridays. Saturdays at 9:30 am
all recyclables are collected from
the dorms and the bins are rinsed.
Jamie Sloan, a 1990 graduate,
was hired as the College's Recy-
cling Coordinator. Her job is to
. organise- - volunteers as well as to
publicize the program. She will
be visiting each of the clubs and
.
sections to provide information
about recycling and to recruit vol-
unteers.
She also hopes to find a
"liaison" who will help coordinate
recycling efforts within the living
unit She currently has a radio
promo running with WCWS.
Anyone interested in volunteer-
ing may do one of several things:
(1) call Sloan at ext. 2034 or Neff
at ext. 4402, (2) come to a recy-
cling meeting, Mondays at 9 pm
in Myers House (comer of Pine
and College), (3) show up for a
run at Myers House, or (4) sign up
at the recycling table in Lowry
lobby from 12-- 1 pm on Mondays.
The recycling program also
Winter Dance
Saturday, December 1
9PM-1A- M
Lowry Ballroom
Refreshments
Sponsored by Wooster
Christian Fellowship
Cable Converters
can be bought on
November 29 & 30 at the
Service Building
from 1-4- PM
Costs range from $12-$2- 8
dollars plus $2.25.
If interested but unable
to attend, callX2310
If CAMPUS
GULF
REPAIRS GAS MOTOR CVZ.
263-0308- 1
1530 BEALL AVE
WDC6TER.CHO
Monday-Saturda- y 7AM-8P- M
Sunday 10AM-6P- M
neecs the campus community to
discriminate between recyclable
and non-recycla- ble materials.
Because the paper bins frequently
contain glossy paper, candy wrap-
pers, apple cores, etc., Metallics
Recycling Company has stopped
taking the College's paper.
However, they are willing to
give the College another chance if
we "clean up our act"
Sloan said that "the recycling
program will be effective only if
initial recyclers dispose of their
'
wastes properly." This not only
means putting waste in the correct
bin, but it means knowing what is
not recyclable.
"It is difficult to determine if
some office papers are recyclable.
A special acid is used in these cas-
es. However, many items are defi-
nitely not recyclable." These
items include pizza boxes, plastic
bags, glossy
.
cardboard such as
Pepsi and beer cases, and packag-
ing from toiletries. Full size yel-
low envelopes with metal clasps
and puffy mailing envelopes are
also not recyclable.
The recycling volunteers do not
The SAB Special Events Committee is planning a
MINI-MAL- L in Lowry Center on Friday,
December 7, and Saturday, December 8,
from 10 a.m.--7 p.m.
The vendors will feature baskets, jewelry,
holiday items, crafts, etc... Get ready to
Christmas shop 'til you drop!
...Isn't it a great word? Thought it up myself!!
Describes a feeling - a fun & wonderful feeling.
Like the feeling you get at the top of the first hill
on a roller coaster...
...Just like Sue's Hallmark Shop - its always
exciting! Bright & cheerful. Festive & happy.
I love going there. Browsing and laughing and
exploring it makes me feel
so so ... BFUN"derful!!
How about you?
College Hills
Always open 9 till
have the capability to separate all
of the paper products placed in the
bins, so much of the responsibili-
ty is placed on the campus com-
munity. Another way the campus
can help the recycling effort is to
empty andorrinse beverage con-
tainers.
This will eliminate the "soup"
in the bottom of the bins as well
as the trails of liquid that are creat-
ed during collection.
"Precycling" will also decrease
the solid waste problem.
'This means reducing and reusing.
'
"Ask yourself if you really need
that plastic bag from Drug Mart,"
advised Sloan. "Can you just car-
ry your purchases or put them in
your backpack? By law, only al-
cohol must be concealed as you
leave the store! If you do need a
bag, bring it back the next time
you go shopping or use it for
something else. Also consider
how much packaging is used in
the items you buy. Minimal
packaging will reduce the amount
of un-recycla- ble material as well
as the volume of material to be
Shopping Center
9 Sundays 11 till 6
'
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Holiday Shopping:
What are the freedoms?
Ho. Ho. Ho. Deck the halls.
Sleigh bells, snowmen, mistle-
toe. In the happy holiday mood
now ? Well, this will snap you
out of the festive spirit faster than
right. I am going to utter that heinous expression- - Holiday shopping.
And if you're anything like me. well Yd recommend ignoring the halls
and decking the malls in some green
help all you floundering shoppers (how convenient, there's an SAB trip
to a shopping center Saturday !). I'm writing of some very special holi
day gift ideas that are suitable for everyone. How inclusive of me,
Please picture yourself in an imaginary mall for this part of the arti
cle. I'm going to be your personal
store.
In keeping with the spirit of the
play appropos music on the store
ta." Sorry, you're on a mission, and
pleasures. The First gift you select
distant cousin whose name you can't spell. Now here is a perfect exam-
ple of a truly disgusting piece of wax that is so offensive that it would
have died quickly and quietly had
The second the album was removed
and banned in cities, sales increased
Next, you pick up a single of the
guitars are so loud in this song, it's
some yahoo decided to screen out the instrumental s and discovered how
disturbing the lyrics really were. The Parents Music Resource Center
placed it on a list of dangerous songs, along with others such as "She-Bo- p"
by Cyndi Lauper. "Dress U Up In My Love" by Madonna and
"Let's Go Crazy" by Prince. Suddenly, it was a bad song and every ado-
lescent in the nation wanted it and knew the words. The PMRC, who
didn't want the kids to discover the words, published and broadcasted
them. Making a big deal about how bad it was just made all the Iiule
junior high kids want it worse. Why
the PMRC, they already knew what it was saying.
Two loved- - ones down, 6.783 left to buy for. Stop dilly-dallyin- g- on
to the next store: the book shop.
You can take care of a whole passel of relatives here. Pick up Slaugh-
terhouse Five, Catch-2- 2, Catcher in the Rye, The Diary of Anne
Frank. Naked Lunch. The Awakening or the perrenial dangerous Are
You There God? It's Me. Margaret, or the Dictionary (any version.
They're all considered harmful ). The funniest thing is thai all of the
books I mentioned are considered classics or textual. Nowadays, I think
in order to be considered a classic book, the book has to be banned at
least once. Some students have never
friendly local protested the teaching
pulled from shelves of libraries and the
Move on, happy shoppers. We're going to the video store now.
Here again, you can feast you're eyes on a plethora of banned media.
With the new NC-1- 7 rating, much of the holabaloo surrounding
"controversial" films will be prevented, but there are older movies that
ruffled a good many feathers before
The Cook, the Thief, his Wife, and Her Lover, Tie Me Up. Tie Me
Down, Deep Throat. Henry and June, The Last Tempo tion of Christ.
All of these movies were protested, removed early or
not permitted to run in many cities. Of course, the same people who
try lo X-ra- te these (and other) movies are the same people who say that
Freddie Kruger or Jason are more acceptable, and only place an R --rating
on them.
People want to see what the big deal
Column
LINDA LONG
Collegiate News Editor
Jack Frost nips your nose. That's
and silver. Yup, money. Just to
tour guide. First stop, the record
season, the manager has chosen to
sound system: "Dokken Sings San
have no time to enjoy such little
is a 2-Li- ve Crew album for some
various groups just let it fade away.
from the shelves, denied airplay
remarkably.
Poison hit "I Want Action." The
hard to understand the words. Well,
not buy it for them ? Thanks to
heard of these books because a
of "immorality'' and copies were
title taken off the xilibi.
they reached the video store. Try
is all about By letting each per
son, or their parents, decide what is approriate for them as individuals,
we open up channels for free thought, expression, speech and press.
This holiday season, if you really want to give someone special some
thing special, give them a gift that celebrates the freedom they have,
aM 1 tVn tiVe it teck if it's not rigt
Smoking Policy:
A very serious breach of freedom
has again been implemented at the
College of Wooster. In Over the
past few weeks, quite against the
will of all students, faculty, and
employees of the College, Henry
"Kiss Me I Don't Smoke" Cope- - .
land has again stroked his overlord
wand and spewed yet another seri-
ous threat to the First Amend-
ment
Despite cries of "oppression" and
"that's not right" and "no!" The 68
inch ubermeister has implemented
the draconian policy for smoking.
At a time when more than a
quarter-millio- n American men and
women are poised in the broiling
Letters
Breach of freedom at Wooster
sun, lying prone on the Baharian
plains, joining the world in an in-
ternational stand against tyranny,
oppression and an evil non-
smoking dictatorial leader, we. the
undersigned find ourselves the vic-
tims of a similarly bizarre post-
coital withdrawal of freedom.
Compton today, Kuwait tomor-
row?
A friend of mine once said that
the enumeration in the Constitu-
tion of certain rights shall not be
construed to deny or disparage oth-
ers retained by the people. That
friend was John Adams. And one
things for certain, his words are
not appreciated at the College of
bisexual organization on campus.
No other part of the Potpourri is
ever disturbed. This is obviously a
deliberate attack on the group. '
Personally, I never thought
Lambda and the College Republi-
cans would have so much in com-
mon, but this is just like the inci-
dent with their signs being stolen.
To quote, the letter of 92890,
"We are not asking non-republic- ans
to accept our views,
but to at least respect out organiza-
tion, members and beliefs." Like-
wise, Lambda does not ask the ho-mopho- bes
on campus to embrace
its views, but it does, at the very
Objection to Lambda's ad being torn
As Co-edit-or of the Potpourri, it
is my job to take the old Potpour-
ri's off the tables in Lowry and re-
place them with new issues twice
a week. I have been doing this for
almost the entire semester and
have noticed an increase in what I
feel in a very disturbing practice.
Every time I remove old copies
from the tables, there are usually 5
or so issues that are very deliber-
ately mutilated and placed back be-
tween the salt and pepper shakers.
The intent is always the same
since it is always the same ads that
are torn out They are ads for
Lambda Wooster, the gay-lesbia- n-
Wooster.
Was there a non-smoki- ng sec-
tion at Tiannamen Square? No.
Because of this oversight of free-
dom and the continued Machiavel-
lian oppression of Wooster, we the
undersigned will not return to the
college next semester. : ,
We can not justify putting our
tuition dollars in the warm palms
of hierarchical leaders who consider
the voice of the people a nuisance
to their new order. Cancel my sub-
scription! Freedom for the people!
J. Gaston Dallas
. D.C. Pancake
Wooster Students
out of Potpourri
least demand the same respect due
to all other campus oreanizations.
M furr uijt k'r toT reveal
those individuals responsible,
though the ripping usually occurs
at the same tables usually fre
quented by the same groups of peo-
ple every night Instead, I would
like to bring this to the attention
of people who are not convinced
that there is honrophobia and hetro-sexis- m
on campus. Unlike the
men's bathroom in the library, this
is a display of discrimination that
both sexes can witness.
Gary Devore
Wooster Student
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Christmas in November
I heard my first Christmas song
last night. Rudolph the Red-Nos- ed
Reindeer. It used to be
one of my favorites; now I can't
help but wonder what "Reindeer
Roasting on An Open Fire"
would look like. What's the ob-
session with Christmas as a holi-
day?
Douglass and HokJen residents
are already decorating their
- r- -
.'
Inside
Out
&
Upside
Down
William Van Cleave
rooms. The Christmas displays are already up in the malls. The cata
logs are out from Sears, Service Merchandise, J-Cr- ew, Land's End, et
al.
The purpose? To celebrate Christmas? To worship Jesus? To
come together and spend quality time? Hogwash. Since when has
American society been based on love, kindness, and forgiveness.
Christmas is the perfect holiday for a consumer-base-d society like
America. Nowhere in any other country do the citizens make such a
huge ruckus about ANY holiday. Nowhere in any other country do
the citizens spend such an inordinate amount of money. NOWHERE.
rve decided that there is a mathematical relationship between "the
spirit of giving and the retail business. What better way to empha-
size expensive shopping than to foster the concept of "productive
shopping" for the ones you love.
Commercials are particularly guilty of this. For years McDonalds
has been encouraging us to give their gift certificates to the ones we
love. Yeah, right, like one of my friends would really accept $5 worth
of McDLTs for Christmas.
We should seriously consider what Christmas is all about. It is not.
as we believe when we are young, a chance to get a lot of money. It
is not. as we are taught by our parents, a chance to give to others. It
is not, as we are reminded by our religious friends, a chance to cele-
brate the birth of Christ. GeezI It's not even his birthday. We're not
sure when Christ was born; December 25 just fit with our calendars as
an acceptable date to celebrate his birth.
Worse than all of this, Christmas is not a holiday which is celebrat
ed by everyone. The American neglect of the Jewish holiday Hannu- -
kah is appalling. Can you see someone walking into Big Wheel and
asking for a Menorah? Maybe we're all too busy trying to find all the
pieces of our $2000 cresh sets, or attaching the pine cones to our
wreaths, or opening windows on the advent calendar, or trying to
squeeze as much money and gifts out of our relatives as possible.
Those who do not consider themselves Christians, those who call
themselves atheists, those who run around talking about the sins of
Bible thumpers certainly don't complain when it comes time to open
the old Christmas presents.
As my Jewish friends put up their Christmas tree, despite the contra
diction in beliefs, as they explain that Hannukah is merely a Christ
mas where you get your gifts over the period of seven days instead of
just one; I. think we've forgotten the meaning of Christmas. I think
Sfcfc ye forgone Who It excludes and what it includes.
Maybe Deeirjber IS shdukj be the day we celebrate consumerism;
after all, that's really what Christinas is all about anyway. Maybe
then all Americans could partake in the festivities. j
230 North Buckeye
New Stylist Special
$2.00 off cut with coupon
$5.00 off perm or highlighting
For appointment with Rose
Call 264-466- 1
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Commentary
Send the undesirables to Kuwait
Steve Alexander
Voice Guest Commentator
I am writing to rally the students
of this College together, to sug-
gest to everyone an obvious solu-
tion to the Gulf Crisis. I advise
all readers to write their Represen-
tatives to spread this manifest pro-
posal to our Leaders.
There is only one thing that is
needed to protect our interests in
the Middle East some form of
defensive shield. The combined
forces in Saudi Arabia realize this,
too, considering the name of the
operation, Desert Shield. .
We possess the ability to put up
a shield now, not through technol-
ogy or warfare. This would not
only protect our jobs and business-
es, but rid America of the refuse
that is preventing our Empire from
dominating the world.
I refer to a human shield, made
up of those who evidently do not
care for the well-bei- ng of our Na-
tion, and have long been trying to
undermine our Morals and Society
from the inside.
I start with the homeless. They
have no intelligence, no thoughts
of economic growth, no concern
for the millions of dollars that we "
Taxpayers put into the system.
Standing on Kuwait's borders, the
millions of homeless could form
and obstacle that invading Iraqis
The College of Wooster
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would find difficult in overcom-
ing. -
Next, the homosexuals could be
sent to block invaders.- - Their only
want is to destroy the Ethics and
Esteem that our Christian Found-
ing Fathers installed through our
Constitution. By intentionally
choosing lifestyles which corrupt
the Youths of our Country, they
have placed themselves, on their
own accord, in a position which
focuses on seditious and revolu-
tionary ideals.
Send them, the human rubbish
of America, to take the bullets in
their guts and do something wor-
thy for our job security.
And why stop there? The coun-
try is overpopulated enough. Re-- --
ducing our population would allow
more money in everyone's pock-
ets, ending this terrible recession.
So to the homeless and homo-
sexuals add the abortionists, that
screaming, bra-burni- ng sect which
hides their hatred of Humanity be-
hind the words ."pro-choice- ."
Watch them cringe as the govern-
ment chooses their fate for once!
Add the Jews, too, the money-hungr- y
corporate buyers who cor
rupt our Christian Industry with
greed. And if we run out of this
pool, blacks and hispanics, in fact,
most foreigners, would do much
better blocking the cannonballs
and taking the bombs themselves
Production Staff
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David Dring
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Photo Staff
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than they would ever do on our
Soil.
It is obvious that Congress, save
for a few realist like Jesse Helms,
does not realize the excellent op-
portunity that we have now to pur-
ify America. We are a Melting
Pot, not a pot luck!
I agree that the best thing this
country can do is to eliminate our
own problems, preventing years of
debate on how to sort through our
own dilemma.
The emphasis of the President is
now where it belongs, outside of
this country, in foreign lands, pro-
tecting our Jobs, our Peace, our
Businesses, our Religion, and our
Right to rule other dominions.
Let us not fool ourselves into
thinking that this war is for Self-Determinat- ion
of Kuwait!
We can become the powerful Na-
tion we once were again, rule the
land, air, and sea, and eliminate
our own problems at the same
timel The cost of human life is
cheap in comparison with the no-
ble aims of our State.
Write your Senators, tell them
to allow these miscreants of Amer-
ica to be killed, alongside of our
boys in Saudi Arabia. We will all
breathe easier after a few million
young people are wiped from our
planet, as I'm sure everyone will
agree.
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The Wooster Voice is published each Friday during the aca-
demic year except during break and exam periods by the stu-
dents of The College of Wooster.
. We welcome all typed, double spaced letters to the editor
which do not exceed 300 words. Letters must be received by 5
pjn. on the Tuesday before publication. Editorials and opinion
columns are the responsibility of the writers and do not neces-
sarily reflect the opinion of the other members of the staff.
Subscriptions to The Voice are $25 for the year and $15 for a
semester. Oversees subscripitions are $45. Subscription orders
and other commentary must be addressed to The Wooster
Voice, C-31- 87, The College of Wooster, Wooster, Ohio
44691, (216) 263-259- 8.
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Commentary
Middle East CrisisrTime
to protest war is now
Hans Johnson
Voice Viewpoints Editor
I want to speak directly about
aggression, silence and public
policy. I want to situate this dis-
cussion in the conversation that is
already taking place on this cam-
pus in private, among people wor-
ried in their dorm rooms, in class-
es, in religious forums, in organi-
zational meetings.
In writing. I recognize the sacri-
fices many members of this com-
munity have already been called
upon by this government lo make.
While I honor these commit-
ments. I invite us all to come to-
gether to think critically about the
biases and drives on which US.
foreign policy now is based.
Numbers of dead are already be-- '
ing estimated in Washington.
Without regard to the massive
murders in civilian populations,
these debates show how much hu-
man lives are devalued in this mil-
itary crusade.
And in this same season when
the President has vetoed a major
civil rights legislation, doing inju-
ry to the African American com
Ideas suppressed at the
College of Wooster?
Pauline Ach
Voice Amittnt Editor
A friend of mine considered sup-
pressing an idea yesterday because
she has been getting hate mail.
She is a first-ye- ar and doesn't
want to "cause trouble, because
she will be here for four years.
It was suggested that I "should
not criticize the Office of Black
r
Student Affairs for using sexist
languages because they represent
an oppressed minority."
I was considering writing that
in the literature about Louis
Stokes' visit he was called a con-
gressman as opposed lo Represen-
tative. This information was put
out by the Office of Black Student
Affairs and the Dean's office.
Someone telling me or anyone
what they should say or bow they
should say it makes me angry.
And it scares me. We preach
against Hi tier, Stalin, or Joseph
McCarthy because they tried to
munity, he has dispatched thou-
sands of African American military
personnel to the Persian Gulf 30
percent of the total. This appall-
ing insensitivity defies justifica-
tion.
Administration policy has sanc-
tioned dependence on imported fos-
sil fuels and neglected non-nucle- ar,
alternative energy sources, even
though these cost 75 percent less
than they did a decade ago. Oil
gluttony is not a popular rationale
for war. Thus, the Presidential si-
lence on this issue multiplies.
Silence when lives are in danger
is not a useful strategy, and suc-
cess in preventing aggression
greatly rests on speaking ouL
VS. foreign involvement de-
mands vigilance. It is not enough
to plan peace protest after violence
erupts. Lessons from Vietnam
times point out the need for quick
mobilization: listening, resisting.
Check out the gatherings and(
mass-actio-ns planned for the next
several days, and defend the power
of peace. Remember that a gas-guzzli- ng
Uncle Sam wants you,
but the time is now to say no.
I control ideas and speech.
Are either of these incidents any
different? The suppression is com-
ing from a different force but the
result is the same: I feel limited in
what I can say.
We all take criticism for what
we believe andor say. However, I
believed that at The College of
' Wooster people would listen to
; my ideas with an open mind.
Recently, I have sees persecu- -'
tion of people because of their be--
Iiefs. The result is increased pola--
rization. They may listen to An-
drew Dice Clay in private but
don't say anything in public that
could get them J-boar- ded.
1 This increased polarization
means that prejudice will continue
to exist in corners of campus.
This also means that people will
not say publicly what they believe
because they fear persecution.
Perhaps Joseph McCarthy would
like to call us all communists.
Different audience perceived at Koch
I must have been in a different
auditorium on November 12 than
the rest of the Wooster communi-
ty. I have come to this conclusion
because I perceived a very different
audience than the one addressed in
the Voice letters written by Drew
Nicholson, Linda Long. Tom Tur-
riff, and John Mallon, as well as
the editorial by William Van
Cleave.
Trie audience I heard cheered and
applauded Mr. Koch's misinformed
ravings and found his degrading
treatment of students thoroughly
entertaining. I will go to my grave
defending Ed Koch's right to ex-
press his opinions regardless of
whether I agree with them or not.
However, no one, celebrity or
Reebok hater
I would like to include my voice
in the chorus of those who advo-
cate the Alliance Against Preju-
dice, but I can't. First of alL on
those little slips of paper we dis-
covered in our restrooms, it was
stated that the meeting was to be
held on Thursday. September 29.
WeU, is this for next year or did it
already happen and I'm just being
reminded that I missed it 7
Second, (and you may call me a
cynic, a Nazi, racist if you feel it's
warranted. It's nothing I haven't
been called before. See the Voice t
Nov. 16 that I don't think we
should try to eliminate prejudice.
The definition of prejudice is. ac-
cording to The American Heritage
Dictionary of the English Lan-
guage, "a preconceived preference,
idea or bias." In other words, elim-
inating prejudice is to eliminate a
form of freedom of thought. Per-
sonally, I carry my own prejudices
and have had many applied toward
me. While I certainly hope that we
Come meet and
dance with the
Dance Concert's
Guest Artist
Robert Post
Thursday, December 6,
1-2-
:20 PM
Dance Studio,
Wishart Hall
No experience necessary
Sponsored by SGA
Letters
otherwise, has the right to pose
his or her opinions as fact. The au-
dience of the forum I attended be-
haved as though the other forum
presentations had never occurred.
These could not possibly have
been the same students of a first-ye- ar
seminar that is intended to
leach us exactly why Ed Koch is
wrong.
During the lecture I attended. I
did noc see a Black Studies profes-
sor simply "air his discontent." I
witnessed a professional who had
given his life to the correction of
racist myths and misinformation
find be could no longer stand see-
ing the people he is dedicated to
teach sit back and believe Ed
Koch's opinions to be the absolute
curious about
are all adult enough to look past
these notions. I feel that over time
many people lose their prejudices
or start to ignore them. Everyone
should be able to decide for them-
selves how they, as individuals,
feel about different things and if
the method they choose is one of
blind prejudgement, then it is our
place to either try to inform them
or let them live with their own ig-
norance.
Think about all the different
.
groups you or friends engage in
placing prejudgements on. I know
students who prejudge people with
Greek letters on their shirts, who
have alcohol in their rooms, who
play in the band, have a different
skin color, gender, national origin. '
sexual orientation or political affil-
iation. One of my personal preju-
dices is against people who
(maybe I shouldn't tell you. It
would only reaffirm all those dis-cripti- ons
of me, besides this is
quite the personal maner. What the
truths of New York City race rela-
tions.
It disturbs me to think that the
objective of the 1990 Wooster
Forum has flown directly over the
heads of the majority of the
Wooster community. To explain
why Ed Koch is wrong would re-
quire an entire semester of Bide?
Studies, perhaps more.
For this reason. I urge those
who haven't done so to take pro-
fessor Osei's advice and educate
themselves. It is unfortunate that
Mr. Koch never did. I hope that
we can all be part of the same au-
dience at the next lecture.
Caroline Isaacs
Wooster Student
meeting date
heck, ni tell you.) wear Reebok
pump shoes. There II It's out. I
feel better already
. To control prejudice, you must ' --"
nave wc power 10 corunx someone
else's thoughts. That boarders on
totalitarianism. I may be wrong,
but I don't think anyone here wants
that.
If my personal distaste for Reebok
pump shoes is so detrimental to
society, please, I implore you,
please, correct the error of my
ways and let me know when the
meeting really is so I can hold my.
meeting of a group reading of the
Bill of Rights.
A friend of mine, Voltaire, once
said: " Though I may not agree
with what you have to say, I will
defend unto my death your God-giv- en
right to say iL" I feel pretty
strongly that he'd support the abili-
ty to think it too.
Linda Long
Wooster Student
International Winter Expo
See displays of winter celebrations from around the world
During dinner in Lowry
Friday, November 30
Also on Friday
Semi-form- al dance
Babcock lounge from lOpm-la- m
Featuring DJ. Erik Haakonsen
Refreshments served
Bring your ID
out" on November 15, when the
Society encourages smokers to go
one day with out lighting up.
Collegiate News
Latest anti-smoki- ng ad provokes some
student criticism: it's "gross"
College Press Services
Special to the Voice
An American Cancer Society
newspaper ad published in many
college newspapers during the past
month has provoked some student
criticism of the papers that ran iL
"Some people said we shouldn't
be running it said Mark Beck- -
.
man of The Fourth Estate , the
student paper at the University of
Wisconsin- - Green Bay.
On student at Davison College
in North Carolina complained that
it was "grass," added Mark Puck-e-n
of the Davisonian , which also
ran the ad.
The ad, tided "Sophisticated
Lady," features a young woman,
covered with tar and nicotine,
holding a cigarette.
Underneath the copy reads "If
what happens on your inside, hap-
pened on your outside, would you
still smoke?"
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The American Cancer Society's
latest ad campaign
(
Unless you do something out of
' the ordinary, it doesn't get noticed,"
explained Sue Kirkland, an Ameri
can Cancer Society spokesperson.
Kirkland, whose group circulated
the ad as a public service message,
added that she did not know how
many papers actually published it
"The ad doesn't make people feel
good," but it does get the message
out, Kirkland added.
"I though it was effective but a
bit harsh," Beckman said.
Puckett agreed the ad was
"powerful" as well as "gross." .
In addition to the print ad, a tele-
vision ad features the same young
woman in elaborate make-
up, who is slowly covered with tar
and nicotine. At the end of the ad,
she screams and tries to claw the
muck off her face.
Both ads are meant to counter to
bacco industry ads, aimed at young
women that try to make smoking
look glamorous and fashionable,
Kirkland said.
"Many of our spots have been
funny and entertaining," Kirkland
said. But these spots were not reach-
ing young women, the only demo-
graphic group where there had been
an increase in the number of
Mystery group targets Jewish profs
College Press Services
Special to the Voice
A mysterious group apparently is
trying to identify Jewish profes-
sors on American campuses, and
start a campaign to limit the num-
ber of Jewish people schools can'
hire.
At least three campuses in three
states have received a letter in re-
cent weeks from a group calling
itself "Mosby's Rangers", which
claims to have "field commanders"
already in place at 70 colleges.
If I were a member of the Jewish
faith, I would definitely feel intim-
idated and affronted," said cam us
police CapL John Kish of the Uni-
versity of Colorado, which has re-
ceived several letters.
"I think it's a phony group," said
Morton Reyweck. director of the
B'nai B'rith Anti-Defamati- on
League's (ADL) office in Minnea-
polis.
The University of Minnesota's
Minneapolis campus, along with
the State University of New York
at Albany, also got letters from
Mosby's Rangers.
The letter announces Operation
Three Percent, which would limit
the number of Jewish faculty on
campus to three percent The first
step toward doing so, it says, is to
' gather information from schools
'
on the number of Jews on the fa-
culty, their rank and departments,
and the prominence of Jewish fa-
culty members' spouses in busi- -.
ness or government
Doing so will "make available the
fair share of teaching and research
positions to qualified gentile men
and women." the letter says.
The letter writers said they have
.
active members at the universities
of Arizona, Kansas, Maine. Mas--,
sachusetts, Miami, Michigan, Ore--'
gon. Southern California. Texas, .
Washington and Wisconsin; Tem-
ple, Johns Hopkins, Dartmouth, '
Stanford. Louisiana State, Boston,
Duke, Colgate and Syracuse uni-
versities; Vassar, Barnard and Sa-
rah Lawrence colleges as well as
the California and Massachusetts
institutes of technology.
Reyweck said the ADL. which
' tracks hate groups, is not familiar
with Mosby's Rangers, although
he has heard the name, lifted from
a group of Confederate soldiers in
the Civil War. is used by Ku Klux
Klan groups.
The group says it is based in Col-
orado, although the postmarks on
the letters received in recent weeks
have all been from Alberquerque,
New Mexico. Kish noted.
Colorado law enforcement offi-
cials decided the letter "is not in di-
rect violation" of the- - state's hate-ma- il
and ethnic-intimidati-on laws
because it does not detail actions
that may be taken against Jewish
faculty, Kish said.
At Minnesota, the letter was sent
to American Indian and African
American studies depatments, lead-
ing Reyweck to believe Mosby's
Rangers wants to "cause turmoil
between Jews and other ethnic
groups."
T T
Shorts
Editors note: The following is reprinted from College Press Services
Prof finds a lot of sex on TV
College students' viewing of X-rat- ed videos has made them "less satis
fied with their partners, physical appearance, sexual performance and sex
ual curiosity." a study released November 9 by Michigan State Univer
sity Professor Bradley S. Greenberg found.
Unveiling the survey at a conference about the effects of the mass me
dia on the family, Greenberg added that teenagers hear at least 1,400 ref-
erences a year to sexual activities on the prime time TV they tend to
watch.
Apparent Satanic Ritual
Uncovered at Duke
Duke University Public Safety officers said they found a partially
skinned and disemboweled rabbit in a classroom, along with papers with
the message "sacrifice yourself to Lucifer" and "save yourselves."
University of Oregon
bans The Grateful Dead
The University of Oregon said it would no longer let the Grateful Dead
play at its Autzen Stadium, citing "about a dozen letters" of complaint
it got after the Dead played at the stadium last June.
"Right now the environment is a little hostile for this type of thing,"
explained University President Dan Williams, who said that UO worried
that it might appear to be condoning drug use by letting the Dead per-
form there.
Honest alum returns money
A former Southern Illinois University at Carbondalc student sent his
alma mater an anonymous money order for $750 the first week of No-
vember, saying he hoped it made up for the money he cheated the uni-
versity out of in 1970.
The man, who signed a note to SIUC President Charles H. Hinders-ma- n
as "S." wrote that he effectively stole the money when he worked
on campus by fudging his time card. "Many times I put down that I had
worked more hours than I really did," he wrote.
More students may let homosexual
students live in married housing
Just a few weeks after Stanford University rewrote its policies to treat
homosexual couples in "established long term domestic partnerships"
the same wavs it treats heterosexual couples, administrators at Duke and
Cornell universities separately said they might soon follow suit.
Gay couples may be allowed into married housing at Cornell as soon
as next fall, Cornell housing director William Paleen said.
Smith students end sit in
Some 60 Smith College students agreed to end a five-da- y sit-i- n No
vember 2 after administrators agreed to expand a campus center for for-
eign and minority students.
Students will form a task force with administrators to expana uie
program and find a permanent home for the new center.
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Movement theatre artist Post
performs at Wooster
Kristin Flachsbart
Vgirt Kittr
lie has been Labeled a dancer, an
actor, a mime, a comedian, a jug-
gler, a puppeteer, and a combina-
tion of all these labels. Il is easi-
est, however, to label him just as
"Robert Post."
Post, who now calls himself a
"movement theatre artist," is lour-
ing his humorous one-ma-n show.
"In Performance." Two pieces
from this seven-piec- e showwill be
performed in the Fall Dance Con-
cert next weekend.
One of the pieces is entitled
"Ballet 101" which focuses on
Marsha, a ballerina want-to-b- e.
who, struggles with the world of
ballet instruction and the ever im-
portant turnout of the legs and
feet
Creating his own pieces. Post
invents a character and writes out a
text for him or her to say. trying
to capture the feelings and thought
paueras of the character.
In addition to Marsha, other
characters in his repetoire include
fearless aviator Ace Wing span,
bungling Burgular Burt, and Just
Another Head, an "Everyman" or
"Every bead" character for our
Residential
Ht Otftfl 3 octKi WhiteLfTnq Mw Sknn Mating
Dfftftnt in Tour Communfrr.
Robert Post
times.
.
His pieces often include move-
ment and mime which are per-
formed to sound effects and dia-
logue which he has recorded on
tape. Other pieces feature Post re-
citing a monologue to movement.
Post feels free to improvise with
the audience during the conceit.
While enjoying the humor as-
pect of his works. Post does not
wish just to be funny, but wants
to leave the audience with someth-
ing to think about. He often in-
corporates satire and his political
views into his work.
Ljtaj.
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The Residential Life Program Is seeking
Resident Assistants for the 1991-199- 2
academic year. Application packets are
now available In the Housing and
Residential Life Office. Current
Sophomores and Juniors may apply.
APPLICATIONS AVAILABLE: NOVEMBER 28 - JANUARY IS
APPLICATIONS DOE: JANUARY 1
For more Information, contact your Residence Director.
Resident Assistant, or stop by the Housing and Residential
Life Office and talk to Beth Whiteman or Dwayne Davis.
WATCH FOR TIME AND LOCATION OF INFORMATIONAL
MEETINGS NEAR YOU. ,
ALL APPLICANTS ARE ENCOURAGED TO ATTEND ONE
OF THESE MEETINGS
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Arts
Thirty-fiv- e years old and stand-
ing at 6" 3". Post graduated from
Ohio State University with a doa-
ble major in theatre and dance. He
has worked with the now defunct
New Mime Troupe in Columbus
and with the SOMA Mime Theatre
in Sl Louis.
He then went on in 1980 to
pursue a solo career, and has
worked with a one-ma-n show ever
since with director. Tony Monta-nar- o.
Post has toured his performance
to 31 states, as weU as to Canada.
Mexico, and Japan. His time is
divided equally between perfor-
mances to the public and those for
young audiences.
In addition to Wooster, other
colleges and universities on his
tour include Amherst. Lake Erie
College. Garmont College, and
South Dakota State University.
In addition to performing in the
dance concert. Post win lead a
rrwvement-theatr- e class on Thurs-
day, December 6. from 1-2- :20
pan. The class win be held in the
dance studio, which is located on
the second floor of WLshart Hall.
The class, sponsored by SGA. is .
free, and no experience is neces--
corn sigh up
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Men who don't register with
Selective Service oren'f efigible for
some federal benefits. And that
includes federal student aid for col
lege. So if you're within a month of
turning 18, take five minutes and
out a simple card at the post office.
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Dance takes on many
forms for concert
Masanhko K. Banda
Voice SufTRfrrter
"Dance can take on many
forms," asserts College of Woost-
er professor Kim Trio. Tritt is the
Artistic Director of the concert
that will open Thursday. Decem-
ber 6 and run through Saturday,
December 8 in Freedlander Thea-
ter. Curtain on all three nights is
at 8:15 p.m.
A performance by Robert Post,
a self-describ- ed movement theater
artist from Col umbos, will high-
light this concert.
The concert also features chore-
ography and performances by
guest artist Dana Dodge-Koppe-rt
of LoudonviUe, Tritt and other stu-
dents of the dance company.
"Red Tape IL" choreographed by
Tria and Dodge Koppext, is a nar-
rative piece performed on 6-fo-ot-
1
'
j ' '
Y
high scaffolding. Text for the
dance was taken from the doctoral
dissertation of theatre chair Dale
Seeds.
"Brainstorming," a work for
eleven dancers, was choreographed
by student Dea Baab. Sophomore
Amy Steigbi gel's "Dogs Run Un-
der Grey Skies" offers a commen-
tary on drugs.
Sophomore Murray Welsh and
junior Laurie Naranch worked to-
gether to create "SinCMan: Spice
of Life."
Tickets for this event are $4 XX)
general admission and $2.00 for
students and senior citizens and are
available at the Freedlander Theatre
box office noon to 2 pjn. and 4--6
pjn. Monday through Friday and
Saturday 10 am. to 1 pjn. Reser-
vations may be made by calling
the box office at (216) 263-224- 1.
Classical guitarrist Andre Mentschukoff will be performing tonight
at 730 in Gaul Recital Hafl. He. will be playing from works of En-
rique Granados, Ferdinand Sor, Domenico Cimarosa, and rtaleo
Albeniz, as weB as a concerto by Antonio Vivaldi. Accompanying
Mentschukoff for this concerto wiO be a string quartet featuring
June Deforest Jean Lester, William SJechta. and Alicia Sparks.
November 30, 1990
Festival of
Christmas music
THE WOOSTER CHORUS
Patrice Lockhart Jenks, '8 1 Harpist
John Russell, Music Director
and
THE WOOSTER STRING ENSEMBLE
June DeFbrest, Director
and
THE WOOSTER BRASS
David Luescben, Director
The program will include "A Ceremony of Carols for Choir
ana iarp ay rcnjamin rmiicn
Friday, December 7 at 8:15
Sunday, December 9 at 4:00
Gault Recital Hall Schicde Music Center
The College of Wooster
Tickets available at Lowry Center, advance ticket purchase
required
General Admission $4.00, Students $2.00
College of Wooster Students free
but still require tickets
SOLO RECITAL
Patrice Lockhart Jenks
with ,
Students: Karen Rhoad, Charles Hann, (Violins) & Laura
Pass (Violist), Alexis Sparks (cellist),.Erika Fischer (flute)
& faculty member Jose Rua (clarinet)
Saturday, December 8 at 8:15
Gault Recital Hall Schiede Music Center
Patrice Lockhart Jenks will be here on a week long Resi-
dency and will hold lectures and converse with students in
the music department about career development in music.
MOM'S STUDENT SPOTLIGHT
SHOWCASE
FRIDAY NOVEMBER 30
FEATURING
A JOURNEY THROUGH AFRICA. VIA DANCE, FOLK TALES
POETRY BY THE ONE AND ONLY
MASANKHO KAMSISI BANDA
THE NEW, EXCITING AND VIBRANT SOUNDS OF THE
CAMPUS BAND
HARMON'S DEPOT
"
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Members of the new comedy troupe "Don! Throw Shoes" are pictured here from left to right Andy
Cobb, Eric Pfeffinger, Delbert Lean, Chris Ruch and Gabe Zucker. (Photo by Me Pepper.)
All the shoes that's fit to print
Editor's Note: The following arti-
cle was written by the new comedy
troupe, Don't Throw Shoes.
The last time Wooster had a
comedy troupe was 1922. The
second cousin to Gabe Zucker's
grandmother's niece, Imelda Zuck-
er, formed "Mother Meatloaf."
This short-live- d comedy group
had but one show. Actually, they
never really performed. Instead,
they hosted the 1922 Talent Show.
A riot had ensued during Solomon
Needlebaum's act of refinishing
furniture, and Imelda was struck
and mortally wounded by a flying
Delbert Lean.
Her dying words to her close
friend, Gabriel (not yet born) was
"Don't throw Delbert Leans!"
Gabe, who was somewhat hard of
hearing, thought she said "Don't
throw shoes!"
Nearly seventy years later.
q RAFFEE
10'"' IDiSCOTQUlD
Sunday-Thursd- ay
2p.m.-9p.- m.
With College ID
2730 Cleveland RL,Woosttr OH
345-741- 7
"Don't throw shoes!" formed, and
since then the College of Wooster
has been knocked on its a-- - by the
Comedy Commandoes.
"Don't throw shoes!" is Justin
"jellybean" Boyd, Andy "longhair"
Cobb, Louisa "Bob" Merchant,
Eric "Paul-beare- r" Pfeffinger,
Chris "Killer" Ruch, and Gabe
"Gabe" Zucker. After a sucessful
show at the Pine Street Cafe, the
Shoes are gearing up for two more
shows.
On the evening of December 8,
they will begin the first leg of
their "Two live Shoe" tour at the
Underground. The second and final
leg of the tour will be in the
Schoolroy Theatre, at 8:45 on De-
cember 15.
After having tuckered themselves
out by watching the movie
"Tucker" too many times, the
Shoes will be standing on both
legs. Watch for details on how to
enter the "Party with the Shoes in
Antarctica" contest on MTV.
Boyd where prohibited. And now
a short interview with the Shoes:
Q: Shoes, who are your biggest
influences?
A: Louisa: Paul Lynd. Chris:
"Mandolin Wind," Bruce Homsby.
Benji: Rin-Tin-T- in.
Q: How do you come up with the
material?
A: Eric: It's an arduous process of
improvisation and brainstorming.
Justin: I wake up in the morning,
and there it is, looking at me per-
kily.
Q: How do you deal with trouble-
some split-end- s?
A: Andy: Paint the mutha pink.
Gabe: Pantene. Don't hate me be-
cause I'm beautiful.
Q: Shoes, how do you feel about
non-sequitu-rs?
A: Eric: Cheesecake. G&A:
Blasphemy.
Flair Travel
346 E. Bowman (near McDonald's)
264-650- 5
$5.00 Savings
Off Airfare - and Packages
with Student ID
Registered Ohio Travel Agent TA0305
Some rules 'and restrictions apply.
Not valid with, other coupon. ml
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Feature
Unique approach: Gaiis' first-yea- rs study Navajos
Kristy Bender
VoVrg Staff R nrntr
From best-selli- ng mystery nov-
els set firmly m the Navajo Indian
culture to the inflammatory, con-
troversial autobiography of Mal-
colm X. a chemistry professor pre-
sented to his 16 first-ye- ar students
a unique approach to the 1990
first-ye- ar seminar theme:
"Difference. Power, and Discrimi-
nation: Perspectives on Race, Gen-
der. Class, and Culture."
Paul Gaus. an associate profes-
sor of chemistry at Wooster. di-
verged from the beaten path of or-
thodox academia to pursue an in-de- pth
study of the writings of
Tony Hillerman. a best-sellin- g
mystery novelist whose stories are
set in Navajo country.
"I knew that Hillerman's novels
would be ideal vehicles for con-
ducting my seminar because they
place a little-discuss- ed but highly
oppressed culture in the readable
context of a novel." Gaos said.
"However, before I could justify
using the novels. I wanted to find
out if Hillerman accurately por-
trayed the real Navajo culture that
exists today."
To do so. Gaus physically di-
verged to the Navajo Reservation
in New Mexico for several weeks
this summer. While there, he ex-
hausted hours of videotape in inter-
views with the Navajo people and
Semester at Sea: Quigley visits nine ports
Amy Hollander
Voice K-tf- T
Nine countries on three conti-
nents in 100 days sounds like a va-
cation brochure but it is the itiner-
ary for the fall semester of Chris-
tine Quigley
Quigley, a junior at Wooster. is
currently participating in the Se-
mester at Sea program aboard the
S.S. Universe. Having set sail
from Vancouver. British Columbia
in September. Quigley and approx-
imately 500 other students will
stop at the ports of Kobe. Japan;
Keelung. Taiwan; Hong Kong; Pe-nan- g.
Malaysia; Madras. India;
Victoria. Seychelles; Mombasa,
Kenya; Savador. Brazil; and La-Guai- ra.
Venezula before returning
to Port Everglades. Florida on De--
Hillerman. and amassed several
slides depicting various aspects of
Navajo life as it is today.
Gaus said. "I found Hillerman to
be perfectly accurate. I even asked
the Navajos what they thought of
the author; their response: "he says
what we think and da" The Hil-
lerman novels are required reading
in Navajo high schools.
Among Gaus interviewees at
the Navajo reservation were a
World War II codetalker. a medi-
cine man, a politician and the Na-
vajo Indian nation's photographer.
One interview of particular interest
to Gaus was with Mrs.Tso the
96-year-o- ld bead of an extended
matriarchal family of the Red
Forehead Clan and Towering
House People.
"Just introducing myself to Mrs.
Tso was a long, formal process,"
recalled Gaus. "In respect of the
Navajo method, I first identified
my "born to' family or my moth-
er's family, which is of greatest
importance in Navajo clan rela-
tions. Then, I went through it
again as I identified my torn tot
family which was my father's side.
And finally, I acknowledged Mrs.
Tso herself, expressing my respect
for her position as head of her
family. It look about half an hour
just to say "hi."
The Navajo culture is matrili-nea- l,
explained Gaus. All inheri-
tance and land ownership is passed
i
nil -- --l -- A
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Christine Quigtey
through the women of the family,
and the man takes the woman's
name m marriage
To supplement the information
and experiences be gathered in
New Mexico, Gaus had his stu-
dents read several texts, including
two Hillerman novels The Dark
Wind and A Thief of Time and
Dee Brown's Bury My Heart at
Wounded Knee , a historical narra-
tive of the 100-ye- ar period (1790-189-0)
of significant warfare
against the Europeans from the In-
dian point of view.
Following extended study and
discussion of the Navajos, the
class moved directly to The Auto-
biography of Malcolm X, making
the transition by writing a speech
in which they assumed the voice
of Malcolm X talking to the Na-
vajo people of today.
They also watched a portion of a
PBS documentary series entitled
"Eyes on the Prize: America's
Civil Rights Years," covering the
civil righu movement between
1964-196-8.
"My thesis in structuring my
class the way I did was based on
the idea that the study of Native
American affairs is an effective
way to study the details of how ra-
cism works," explained Gaus.
"That is to say, it is easy in Na-
tive American studies to demon-
strate the way cultures are de-
stroyed, how rights and privileges
cember 23.
Semester at Sea. administered by
the Institute for Shipboard Educa-
tion and academically sponsored by
the University of Pittsburgh, of-
fers courses which are transferrable
to Wooster. Classes which meet
daily while the ship is at sea are
taught by visiting professors from
insitutions across the United
States and abroad.
All of the faculty have had ex-
tensive resident international ex-
perience which serves to integrate
course content with countries on
theintcmary.
When in port, students can-choo- se
from a range of structured
travel opportunities developed by
the Institute or travel independent-
ly. Each class has a field require-
ment that the student must com
are denied, the way dignity, value
and nope are taken from people
who are being oppressed by racists
and by governments that operate
in institntionali7ed racist ways.
An understanding of this makes it
easier for my students to consider
what Malcolm X said all along,
that America is a racist institu-
tion."
Megan Hout, a student in Gaus'
seminar class, said, "Other first-ye-ar
seminar classes went strictly
by the forum events and the text
of Paula Rothenberg. discussing
the rights of women, Asians and
blacks. Dr. Gaus focused his time
on the rights of the Native Ameri-
cans, a group of people I didn't
learn much about in high school
and which few other seminar class-
es touched on. He used the forum
events series as a supplement to
his course, not as a basis for it"
Viabav Muchhal welcomed the
alternate texts Gaus introduced. "I
didn't like Rothenberg's book. It
wasn't interesting! I thought haj
reading the Hillerman novels was
a very good idea because the sto-
ries are interesting: they're not dry
textbooks. With these mystery
novels, you can learn about the
Navajo culture and have a good
time doing it."
Junior Karen Cordrick, Gaus
teaching assistant, commented,
"To say that racism is the prob-
lem is wrong because there is
plete during the voyage.
.Activities in port can include
home stays with families in the
countries, visits to universities,
travel to places of historic, cultural
and religious significance, or sim-
ply free travel to experience life in
the cities and rural areas. Stays in
port range from three to seven
days.
The S.S. Universe, a former
1800 ton cargo ship, was convert-
ed to be a floating university for
the program. It includes class-
rooms with closed circuit televi-
sion capabilities, a library, theatre,
student union and cafeteria. It also
includes a swimming pool, basket-
ball and volleyball courts and a
weight room.
more out there. It's not just differ-
ences in color but in culture. One
example exists between the Nava-
jo and Hope IndiansTThere is a
tension between them based on
spiritual, cultural, and religious
prejudices."
Cordrick continued. "We can't ,
force anyone not to be racist or
not to be sexist. Dr. Gaus and I :
have said in so many words to our , ,
students that they have Ihe right to. :
be racist or sexist; we can't take
away their right to think what
they think.
"So, we've been careful in the
material we've chosen to use in
the class. We have presented the
students with undeniable facts
about the oppression different peo-
ple have suffered in the United
States and have let them form
their own judgments from these
facts, not just uninformed abstract
discussions."
Gaus has recently been invited
to a traditional Navajo wedding
Ceremony f$f A
vajo reservation. Also, the nation --
photographer he interviewed this
summer is going to try to photo-
graph the Night Way for Gaus.The
Navajo ceremony involving nine
nights and 10 days of activities in-
cluding continuous chanting, sand
painting, and herb medicines, is
meant to restore the spiritual unity
and oneness of its people with na--.
ture.
Scholarships, Fellowships,
& Grants.
Ecfs Services ,
BOX-300- 6 .- -.
Boston, MA 02130
1991 All Cammis Juried
Student Art Kshihitinn
January 20 --
February 20, 1991
The College of Wooster
Art Museum
Open to all students..
Entry forms
are available at the front
desk
in the Art Museum.
. Submissions due
December 12-1- 4.
Call extension 2495 if
you have any questions.
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Wooster student experiences life in former East Germany
Oona S. Ulbrich
Specid lo the Voice
I will never take clean air for
granted again!
This is the one thing I keep
thinking to myself again and again
here. I am spending this semester
in what was the German Demo-
cratic Republic (East Germany)
when I arrived, but is now Germa-
ny.
I am a junior at the College of
Wooster and my major is a com-
parative politics and German lan-
guage and literature double major.
I had planned on studying in East
Germany for a long time.
Last year, I started looking for
programs and could not find any,
so I wrote personal letters to some
universities in East Germany. In
March, I heard that I had been ac-
cepted to this university, the Mar-
tin Luther University in Haltean-derSaal- e.
The university has about 17,000
students, but I found it very empty
Academic achievement
Jennifer Spilburg
Voice Special Features Editor
The twenty-fir- st annual recogni-
tion banquet was held November
16 at 630 pjn. in Kittredge HalL
Students attending the banquet
were the Clarence B. Allen Schol-
ars, College Scholars of the class
of 1994, students with a cumula-
tive grade point average of 3.8 and
above, students elected to Phi Beta
Kappa in the junior year, and stu-
dent elected to receive special
honors, prizes and scholarships.
Also attending the banquet were
faculty representatives of most de-
partments, and the dorxxsw fami
This will
be fun!!!
Come and DANCEdance !!!
when I arrived here on September
17 after a summer of travel. I was
given a small room with a Japa-
nese roommate in one of the
dorms here. The dorms are a little
over an hour's walk from classes,
but we can take a streetcar.
I was then informed that because
of unification on October 3, uni-
versity classes would not start un-
til October 5, two weeks later than
scheduled. The university was and
is in chaos because of unification.
It was later decided to make
most of the changes in the system
next semester in January and to
leave mis semester on the old sys-
tem except for most of the learn-
ing material. The East and West
university systems were very dif-
ferent.
The other foreign students start-
ed to arrive in groups. They came
from Poland, Japan, Yugoslavia,
Czechoslovakia and the Soviet
Union. I realized that Americans
do not have much in common
with them, and I was pretty alone.
ly representatives of donors of the
honors, prizes, and scholarships.
Following a buffet-styl-e dinner,
an address was' given by Professor
Gordon Tait of the religious stud-
ies department, and by John
Compton, College of Wooster
trustee and . professor of philoso-
phy at Vanderbilt University. The
address was entitled, "Arthur HoDy
Compton Faces a NationaK$ri
sis."
Arthur Compton, the father of
John Compton, was a 1913 gradu-
ate of The College of Wooster
and Nobel Prize winner in phys-
ics. Compton was instrumental
in the development of the atomic
BSA and ISA will have a
But since then, I have become
friends with almost every group
and we do a lot together.
The classes, once they finally
started, have proven to be very in-
teresting. I was placed in the
most advanced group of foreign
students in German language
skills along with four Poles, three
Soviets and two Yugoslavians.
We have become a very close
group, sharing insights into our
countries. We have a few German
courses together each week, then I
am allowed to go to the lectures
for the seventh semester literature
classes of German students. I say
"allowed" because it took a lot of
talking to convince the professors
to let us go to the normal classes.
Foreign students are kept separ-
ated from the German students
here, not like Wooster. The East
German students I did meet often
treated me like a Martian, touch-
ing my hair or skin just because I
am American. Since then, they
recognized
bomb dropped on Hiroshima dur-
ing the second world war.
Professor Tail's portion of the
address focused on how one can re-
concile a deeply spiritual life with
a life that is also devoted to
science. John Compton followed
with personal recollections of his
father's religious life, and offered
insight into the question of how
his father could create something
as destructive as an atomic bomb,
while simultaneously professing
the Christian faith..
The evening concluded with the
presentation of honors, prizes, and
scholarships.
Proceeds
will go to
charity.
Please help.
us to help!MARATHONin the UNDERGROUND
on Saturday, Dec. 1, beginning at 8.30 p.m,
ending at....????
Admission is $1.Pick up sponsor sheets
at Lowry Front Desk or at the tables in Lowry Lobby.
Black Student Association and International Student Association
have gotten used to me and I have
made many great German friends.
Here, I can only take literature
classes because there is no politics
department yet Very few were al-
lowed to study politics each year
in this country before unification.
But the classes I am in include
enough live politics as it is.
The teachers started the classes
this semester for the seventh se-
mester students with phrases like,
"You will have to releam all of
your literature now."
Imagine being told that you will
have to releam all of your material
differently after having been at col-
lege for three and a half years.
This city Halle is one of the
two furthest behind in changes to-
wards Westernization. I am still
breathing this horribly polluted air
here, but can watch a few of the
blackened buildings be cleaned of
their years of soot .
Very little here had been cleaned
of their years of soot Very little
QUALITY OUTDOOR
TENTS: EUREKA, SIERRA
PACKS: KELTY, GREGORY, CAMPTRAILS, LOWE
'BOOTS: VASOUE, DANNER, ROCKY, HI-TE- C
CLOTHING BY: PATAGONIA, ROYAL ROBBINS,
TERRAMAR, WOOLRICH, COLUMBIA
-
-- TV 1- - 4 iT.
N
w
EE I EE 'JST'1
CLIMBING GEAR, SLEEPING BAGS. VIDEOS,
BOOKS,
YOUR ADVENTURES START HERE!
2719
Hours: Monday-Frida- y 10--9,
here had been cleaned or cared for
since WWII. They started to re-
pair WWII bombing damage in the
churches just now.
I am watching stores being built
and opened like mad and I see peo-
ple stand in line for things they
- can finally buy such as bananas,
kiwis, chocolate and cheese.
Shopping for food is an experi-
ence. They only offer lunch at the
cafeterias here, so we have to cook
other meals ourselves.
, You still have to stand in long
lines to get into stores which are
very drab and have many empty
shelves. Other cities are not this
way any more.
There are so many things to tell
about this semester living politics.
Being the only American here and
they think the first since 1945 is
also very bizarre and at times very
difficult But the experience here
is just incredible; I am filling jour-
nal pages like mad with all of the
changes and differences I see.
GEAR and CLOTHING
DESIGNS
STOVES, C00XWARE, FOOD,
TRAILGUIDES. EQUIPMENT RENTALS.
SINCE 1900
FULTON DR. N.W. CANTON
Saturday 10--6, Sunday 12--5
Listen to John Mallon's
New Music Show on Wednesday
nights from 6-- 8 p.m. on WCWS,
90.9, "Your Sound Alternative"
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Condoms not available In Wooster's vending machines
Michael Dittman
Voce Staff Rrwner
In every dorm on campus there
are vending machines where you
can purchase an amazing array of
items. Everything is available,
from snack cakes to diet colas to
condoms? Al least this is how
many people on campus, both stu-
dents and faculty believe it should
be.
Unlike larger universities, such
as Akron U. and Northwestern, the
College of Wooster does not have
condom vending machines any-
where on campus. Currently, the
only place on campus where con-
doms can be purchased is the Hy-ge- ia
health center.
Nancy Anderson, the Adminis-tratorCoordina- ior
of Hygeia com-
mented. "wki sexually trans-
mitted diseases on a nationwide
upswing, we believe that it is very
important to have condoms availa- -
"It makes me angry.
Wooster, which is sup-
posed to be so open-mind- ed
about everything
keeps the issue of birth
control and the preven-
tion of sexually trans-
mitted disease carefully
tucked away in the base-
ment of Ilyegia Hall."
ble. This is our third year of sell-
ing condoms and there has been a
very good Undent response."
The College receives additional
condoms from the Wayne County
Health Center allowing Hygeia to
sell them at the "very reasonable"
price of two for twenty five cents.
No questions are asked and they
come with instructions.
What about condom vending
machines on campus?
"That you would have to ask
Ken Plusqudlec. the Dean of Stu-
dents," said Anderson Howev-
er. PlusqueHec was unavailable for
comment.
Students seem to think that con-
dom vending machines would be a
good idea.
"Sure, why not? Many campus-
es across the nation have them."
one student who wished not to be
identified said.
"It makes me angry. " said an-
other anonymous student.
"Wooster. which is supposed to be
so open minded about everything,
keeps the issue of birth control
and the prevention of sexually
transmitted disease carefully hidden
away in the basement of Hygeia
Hall"
Elementary kids given
look at foreign lands
Amy Lambo
Voice Staff Reverter
On November 7. local elemen-
tary students were taken on a won-
drous journey to many foreign
lands.
Wooster students from the Neth-
erlands. Denmark. Japan, Malay-
sia. Sri Lanka, Pakistan, and the
USSR gave presentations in
Wayne County elementary school
classrooms in celebration of
World Awareness Day.
The program was conducted by
the American Association of Uni-
versity Women's International
Study Group.
"Our goal is to make children
aware of the differences between
cultures and people, and learn to
feel comfortable with and appre-
ciate these differences," said Mari-
lyn Shattuck, a member of the
AAUW.
The college students introduced
the younger students to the lan-
guages, holiday customs, tradition-
al garbs, laws and social interac-
tions of their countries.
The International students bene-
fited from this interaction as weO.
"It was fun because they were so
responsive." said Denise Koppen-draaie- r.
first-ye- ar student from the
Netherlands. "They all wanted to
know about schools in the Nether-
lands and how to say different
things in Dutch."
The enthusiasm of the children
indicates a strong potential for a
cross-culturalis- m that could evolve
with the upcoming generations.
The World Awareness Day pro--
cultures to appreciate and under-
stand the cultural richness that can
be found in every country.
Speak your mind: Do you think condom machines should
be placed in residence halls and small houses? (Quotes
taken by Linda Long, photos by Mike Pepper.)
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"Being from a sexual awareness
program. I think it would benefit
students to have the condoms con-venien- dy
available, instead of run-
ning to Hygeia. which is a bit out
of the way."
Phil Puryear
senior
"Yes. it is the Wi and we have to'
be"concerned with H;iwrt and un-
wanted pregnancies. AIDS is a ser-
ious problem and eventually peo-
ple have to take responsibilty for
iL"
Brian Buchanan
sophomore- -
"Yes. because of a0 of the diseases
and the AIDS scare. People have
sex. However, most of the time
they are too lazy to make it safe.
If a method of contraception is
readily available, people will take
advantage of it and use it to their
benefiL"
Laura Pass
sophomore
"Yes. I think it is important to
have a convenient opportunity for
students to protect themselves.
With all the diseases spreading
these days, if you're getting it,
you want to be sure you're not
getting anything extra."
Steve Martin
senior
"Yes, because it would promote
safe sexual habits."
Christine Farren
first-ye- ar
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Sports
Men's B'ball soars
with four wins
BurtKeiper
Voice Sports Reporter
The men's basketball team
opened the season with a three
game tournament at the Great
Lakes Shoot-O- ut hosted by John
Carroll University. In the first
game of action, the Fighting
Scots battled Emory and Henry
only .to suffer a disappointing
overtime loss to the Wasps. '
At the half, Wooster lead by a
score of 32-2- 6. By the end of reg-
ulation, however, Emory and Hen-
ry had clawed back to tie the score
at 60-6- 0. In the five minute over-
time period, the Wasps out-scor-ed
the Scots 14 to 8, sealing the vic-
tory.
The Fighting Scots Tim South-
erland stifled All-A- m erican Leon
Hill in the first half with tena-
cious defense. Due to foul trou-
ble, Southerland's defensive ag-
gressiveness was thwarted in the
second halfr allowing Hill to kick
in his OTfehveva6irUyfefn full "
force.
Hill finished the game with 33
Swim team
meet
Jen Pope
Voice Sports Reporter
The swim team traveled to Case
Western Reserve the weekend be-
fore break forlhe first conference
meet of the season. Both teams
swam well and ended op splitting
the meet with Case. -
The women won their meet easi-
ly with a score of 167 to 52.
They look first in every event with
the exception of the 500 yard frees-
tyle and the three meter diving.
The majority of the races had 1- -2
finishes for Wooster and the wom-
en swept several events including
the 1000 yard free, the 200 yard
butterfly, the 200 yard backstroke
and the 200 yard breaststroke.
Several outstanding performanc-
es included Katie Erdman and Lau-
ra Ullmann in the 1000 yard free;
Shelley Green in the 200 yard free;
Kelly Allen and Sandy Clark in
the 50 yard free; Kristin Beernink
and Anne Bryant in the 1 m div-
ing; and Jennifer Williams in the
200 yard back.
- Coach Keith Beckett also noted
points, 24 of them in the second
half with 12 points coming in
overtime.
For the Scots, junior center
Stan Aukamp dumped in 27
points and grabbed a team high 1 1
rebounds. Senior guard Mark
Stanley chipped in 17 points and
junior point guard Erich Riebe
dished out a game high 6 assists.
In game two, Wooster faced an
extremely quick Colby College.
Colby came into this season after
having posted a record of 26 victo-
ries and I loss from the 1989-9- 0
season. The Scots prevailed in an-
other nail-bit- er by a score of 77 to
74.
The Fighting Scots used bal-
anced scoring and accurate shoot-
ing to post their first victory of
the season, as four players reached
double figures. Aukamp and Stan-
ley each finished with 19 points,
Southerland adding 14 and sopho-
more forward Brian Buchanan ad-
ding. 10jxints. . j . :m
'Aukamp hauled in a game high"
see Men's B-ba- ll: page 14
splits
the sweeps in the 200 yard fly
with Tammy Behringer, Cathy
Fritz, and Lynn Whipkey 'and in
the 200 yard breast with Jerylan
Vitake, Liz Bugbee and Heather
Johnston.
One final note is Lara Horiszny's
come-from-belii- nd first place finish
in the 200 individual medley.
The men had a more difficult
meet against a tough team, but
only lost by 34 points. Again, as
before, the lack of specialty depth
was costly.
Notable swims included Tom
Hungerford in the 1000 and 500
yard free; Mark Groynom in the
200 and 500 yard free; and Andrew
Schultz in the 50 yard free.
Bill "the diver" Kanzinger swept
the 1 and 3 meter diving and Brian
Vereb swam a great come-from-be-hi- nd
race to win in the 200 yard
fly.
Both teams are currently swim-
ming in the last meet of the se-
mester, an invitational at DePauw
University in Indiana, today and
tomorrow.
Junior guard Christy Evans (25) leaps while throwing a pass in the Soots' 55-5- 4 victory over Cedar-vill- e.
Evans led the team with nine assists.(Photo by News Services)
Women's basketball undefeated
' Karyn Powers
Voice Sporti Reporter
The women's basketball team is
off and running to a most impres-
sive start A perfect record so far, a
tournament championship, a tour-
nament MVP, and a record breaker
in assists so far may be a foreshad-
owing of the great things to come
this year.
The team kicked off their season
on the road against Malone Col-
lege in Canton at the Malone Invi-
tational Tournament on Saturday,
November 16.
Previously, the Lady Scots had
won only three of 13 meetings
against Malone, with the most re-Ce- nt
meeting being in 1985 when
Wooster was defeated 57-9-0.
With only one starter returning,
the Lady Pioneers were prime to
be taken and Wooster dominated
J ... - --- -:'
from the outset. The Lady Scots
grabbed the crucial rebounds and
were able to translate these into a
high scoring game as Wooster
" took Malone, 62-3- 7.
It was an excellent opener for the
Lady Scots as all 12 team mem-
bers saw playing time. Of particu-
lar note is senior high-scor- er Amy
. Aukamp who had 22 points, and
who also led the team in rebounds
with 11.
The following day, the Lady
Scots took on Wheeling Jesuit
College in a closer, more chal-
lenging matchup. Wooster was
down 7-- 0 within the first few min-
utes of the game, and due to many
missed free throw attempts, found
themselves at an 1 1 point deficit
during the second half.
Wooster slowly fought back but
Wheeling maintained their lead un-
til the final two minutes of play..
On the last 15 possessions, the
Lady Scots scored on nine of them
to overtake Wheeling and bring the
final score to 48-4- 5, Wooster.
Credit goes to Christy Evans
who kept the team alive, making
10 of 11 free throws and leading
the team in both scoring with 16
points and assists with four.
Joining Evans was teammate Co-ret- ta
Jones who also had four as-
sists.
Not only did the women's bas-
ketball team come home with the '
tournament trophy, but three
players were named to the all-tournam- ent
team including Au-
kamp, Evans, and sophomore
wing LaSonya Crawl. Topping
the team honors was Aukamp,
who was named tournament MVP.
Wooster returned home on Tues--
see B-ba- ll: page 14
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You Call This A Sport?
My favorite line of the week
has definitely been "How was
your break?" I think everyone on
campus has been asked this ques-
tion a minimum of 56 times a
day most frequently at meals, of
Robb's Rap
Robb DeGraw
course. Arlene even made the inquiry Monday afternoon as she sol--
dered my student LD. in Lowry line one. Tbe question usually came
however from some unidentifiable voice near the salad bar "arena."
Since I wasn't quick enough to catch more than the fleeting glimpse of
a pUte of diamond cut cod, I thought I could print a quick reply in the
Voice. So what does my job as a sports columnist have to do with
fall break? Sink your teeth into that four-st- ar corned beef sandwich and
find out.
After packing in the last few bites of Grannies pumpkin pie Thurs
day, I beaded off for the Adirondack Mountains with dear oT dad. It
was a few hours drive from Syracuse, so by the time we parked the
R.V. it was dark and we were ready to crawl into our slnmberjacks. I
woke up especially early tbe next morning, just to catch one of those
mountain sunrises we all love. An yes, the great out--
doors. . .ex h ilarating with the crisp fall air, sparkling dean waterand a
pack of armed "red necks" tramping through the woods in cowboy
boots.
Remember the Seasame Street game "Which one of these things
does not belong here?" It's Friday, so ni make it easy on yog-Boz- os
carrying loaded guns don't belong in the wilderness. I guess I probably
am a product of the media. You know. Yogi Bear, Bugs Bunny and
Bulwinkle are friends. Dont get me wrong. Tm not a nuts and berries
eating type of guy, but lots of these hunters are crazy. They'll shoot
at anything! It's not just that they mistake humans for deer, it's the
whole nature of the "sport."
Take hunter apparel for example, they wear fluorescent colors and
then try to hide themselves in the woods gee, that's clever. Some
hunters theorize that if they continue the tradition long enough, maybe
they can fool young generations of deer into believing nature spontane-
ously produces "day-glo- w" orange walking vegetation each November.
I guess that explains why hunters, unlike Rainbow Brite dolls, haven't
adopted blue, hot pink, yellow or green flourescents. (By the way, is
it possible to create a fluorescent brown? I can't help but ask these
questions).
What really gets under my skin is the amusement this breed finds
in their kills. It's not enough that they take some grub home for din
din, they have to show the animal off indoors. I guess it enhances the
ascetics of the meal to have its antlers on the kitchen wall. (Often-
times the big prize hangs between the gun rack and the velvet painting
of Elvis in the front room).
It's a sport for these guys lo sneak up behind a poor defenseless an-
imal and shoot when it's not looking. Cosh, that sounds about as
much fun as touring a Hickory Farms sausage plant As for me, m
stick with a Nintendo set.
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Men's intramural basketball
begins season soon
Erik Brown
Special lo th Voic
The men's intramural program
would like to announce a 3-oo- -3
basketball tournament to be held
next weekend, December 8--9. In-
terested persons should turn in a
rosterwaiver form with three or
four persons to Coach Bob Moore
in the PiLC or to Erik Brown at
campus box 1260.
Roster forms can be obtained
downstairs in the PJLC Please
be sure your team can play both
Saturday and Sunday. Rosters are
due this Monday, December 3.
In other sports this semester,
champions were crowned in soft- -
Basketball: Squeeze victory out of Yellow Jackets
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 13
day. November 20, to host Cedar-vil- le
College. Sophomore wing
Tammy Berger said of the game,
"After we got ahead, we lost our
intensity and played down to their
level. I dont think that in any of
our first three games we played to
our potential."
But the borne court advantage
prevailed and Wooster was able to
squeeze out a win against the Yel-
low Jackets, 55-5-4. Again. Evans
led the team in assists with nine,
while Aukamp had 12 rebounds
and Crawl had 14 points.
Coach Chris Hart points out
that the Lady Scots dont always
have the same point or rebounding
leaders, which seems to add not
only depth, but confidence to team
play.
Wednesday saw another home
match and another victory for the
Lady Scots against Ohio Domini-
can. Tbe finil was 71-4- 9 with
Aukamp having 18 points, Bridget
Smoot having 14 rebounds and
Evans again leading the team with
seven assists.
Incidentally, on her fourth as-
sist, Evans shattered the all-ti- me
.
record of 266 assists set by Dar-le- ne
Kemp in 1983. This just
speaks to what an unselfish player
Christy is and to her impact on
the team as she enters her third
season." added Coach Hart.
Offensively, the team is far from
reaching their peak. Coach Hart
concluded, "After the Ohio Do-
minican game I told the team, Tf
we're at our best now, weYe in
trouble.' Ifs a long season and we
definitely have a few things to
work on before we can be satis-
fied."
Tbe team will try to extend its
winning streak this weekend as
they enter into NCAA play with
away games against Grove Gty
on Saturday and Ml Union on
Tuesday and a borne match against
Ken yon on Thursday evening at
7:30.
ball, football, and soccer. Kappa
Chi successfully defended its soft-ba- ll
and football titles and the
Omegas won soccer.
Kappa Chi defeated tbe Wiede-me- n
18-- 6 for the fall softball
championship. Steve Hennigh's
Wiedemen entered the contest un-
defeated, having beaten the Krap-pe- rs
earlier in the season. This
was the Krappers third straight 'A'
league championship.
In football, tbe Krappers fi-
nished the season 9-- 0, defeating
the Oats in tbe championship 36-1-8.
Mike Grospitch scored two
touchdowns and Chris Merrill had
two interceptions for Kappa Chi,
while Brooks Stevens and Rio
China Royal
Chinese Restaurant
Tuesday-Thursda- y
11:30AM-230P-M
5:00PM-9:30P- M
Friday-Sunda- y
11:30AM-2:30P- M
5:00PM-10:30P- M
205W.Liberty
264-250-7
Morgan shined for the Oats.
Finally, the Omegas met the
Sigs for the soccer championship
and came away the winners 3-- 1.
Pete Trammel, Tom Bennett and
John Schwendcner all scored carry
in the first half for the Omegas
and the Sigs could only answer
with an Alan Pohoryles goal
Tbe Sigs finished with a 4--2
record, and the Omegas finished 5-0--1.
These teams defeated Masan-k- o
Banda's UMOJA (earn and
Mike Fagan's Chipmunk Terror in
the semifinals.
Planned events for the spring se-
mester include 5-on- -5 basketball
starting February 3. and spring
softball starting April 3.
Basketball: Scots use outstanding
shooting to defeat Wabash
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 13
10 rebounds and Riebe dealt out 4
assists. The Scots shot 52 in
the first half and 58 in the sec- - i
ond half, finishing the game with
55 shooting from the floor.
In the third and final game.
Wooster met Wabash College, a
relentless team from Indiana.
Once again, the Scots used out-
standing shooting and balanced
scoring to defeat Wabash by a
count of 96 to 83.
The key to this victory was
Wooster's fine shooting. The
Scots shot 57 from the field and
87 from the free throw line.
Wooster posted a 28 point lead
in the second half but Wabash
fought and scraped lo close the gap
to 9 points. Tbe Scots tightened
their defense to squelch the last
minute surge, however.
Riebe led in scoring with 19
points. Aukamp followed with 18
points and 6 rebounds. Souther-lan- d
17 points, and Buchanan and
Stanley 14 points each.
First-ye-ar Doug Meinen contrib-
uted 14 points, providing a needed
spark off of the bench. Buchanan
led the game with 7 assists.
Aukamp was selected lo the All-Tournam- ent
Team. Tbe junior
center dumped in 64 points.,
grabbed 27 rebounds, and dished
out 6 assists. Aukamp shot 28 of
45 from the floor for 62.
Wednesday, the Scots hosted
their first home game of the sea-
son against Marietta. Marietta
never led but through rugged re
bounding never allowed the Fight-
ing Scots to slam the door.
Once again, the Scots used bal-
anced scoring to mark their third
victory of the season by a score of
69 to 63.
Aukamp led the charge with 20
points and 8 assists. Riebe
dumped in 15 points. Stanley and
Southerland adding 10 each. Mei-
nen once again made his presence
felt grabbing 7 rebounds and chip-
ping in 10 points off the bench.
Southerland led the team with 8
rebounds. Aukamp led the game
with blocked shots, swatting 4
Marietta field goal attempts.
The Scots' next home game is
Wednesday. December 5 at 7:30
pjn. versus Ohio Wesleyan
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Upcoming... Events
v
Men's Basketball Women's BasKetfrall
Date Opponent Site Time Date Opponent Site Time
Deal Thomas More A 3 .00 Dec. 1 Grove Cty A 200
Dec.5 Ohio Wesleyan H 750 Dec. 4 ML Union A 720
Dec 6 Kenyon H 730
Sports Shorts
Record Breaker: Junior guard Christy Evans broke Dar-lc-nc
Kemp's record of 266 assists during the Scots' game
against Ohio Dominican.
Tournament Success: Senior center Amy Aukamp, junior
guard Christy Evans, and sophomore forward LaSonya
Crawl were named to the All-Tournam- ent team following the
Scots' two victories at the Malone Invitational. Aukamp was
named tournament MVP.
Scoring leaders: Senior center Stan Aukamp leads the
I 1 U11
..U 1 C1 Hf C. nnlntr nM namm tiVlilo
senior guard Mark Stanley is second with 83 points (16.6
points per game).
Swimming Diving
Date Opponent Site Time
Nov. 30 DePauw A 11.00
1 - .
mvta&xBi.-lI- 'ittu-J
Deal DePauw A
fcrviabonal
SGA: ai
orqanizatii
dedicated to
VISA INFORMATION SERVICE
B-- l, B-- 2, E-- l, E-- 2
F--l, H-- l, J-- l, L--l
PERMANENT RESIDENCY VISA
The foregoing visas vary according to their requirements and
conditions, a few examples: Mandating a return to the country of
origin, employment authorization, conducting business activities ;
among many various terms.
A Lecture Presentation on U.S. Visas: Terms & Conditions
Date: December 15, 1990, 2:00PM
Place: Wooster Inn
Ticket price: $25.00; $30.00 for payment received
three days before lecture date.
To order send check or money order with
return address to:
AU.S.
2394 Saybrook Road
University Heights, Ohio 44118
Frank J. Crasso, Esq., Director of Visa Information Service, has been a practicing attorney
for ten years and is a researcher, writer and educator. B.S. Case Western Reserve
University, Ohio; J.D. University of San Diego, SA.
Certificate from the Institute of International and Comparative Law, Paris, France.
V.LS. is not a governmental agency or affiliate. Recording devices such as audio and video
machines are prohibited to be brought to the lecture. .
630
ron
addressing
your concerns.
Please submit
any grievances
or needs to:
X 2773
or
C-31- 88.
' V" :
.. t.s. '
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j Kathy and Tammy Behringer will play a vital role for the Scots in the
i upcoming season. (Photo by Mike Pepper)
Swimming sisters
Jen Pope
Voice Sportt Reporter
For the past three years, Kathy
Behringer has been a dominant fig-
ure in women's swimming, espe-
cially in the butterfly and middle
distance freestyle. She has attend-
ed nationals all three years and has
achieved All-Americ- an status each
time.
Coach Keith Beckett is looking
for Kathy to improve upon her
.
performances in her last year.
This year will not be the last
that a Behringer will swim for
Wooster. however; first-ye- ar
Tammy Behringer joins her sister
in the pool this season.
Kathy and Tammy, of Navar,
Ohio, have both been swimming
competitively since they were
small children and share similar
goals when it comes to swim-
ming. ;
As Tammy said, ". . .to do well
at the conference meet and go
to nationals and place as high as
possible." According to Beckett,
this is a very realistic goal
Both agree that they like to
swim with each other and that
they push each other to work hard-
er. Both have a strong work ethic,
according to Beckett
Kathy says that. they are "as
little competitive" which is good,
but that she would prefer not to
swim against her sister, rather she
would like them both to swim
well.
Still, Kathy is glad her sister
came to Wooster as is the rest of
the swim team.
Come join Newman Catholic
Student Association for our
dinner table every Monday at 5
p.m. in Lowry 248-4-9 and for
mass every Saturday at 5 p.m.
in Babcock.
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ACflOSS
1 BmUldub
4 Squandered
9 StmnOmr nrttal
12 Attfloal(engueg
13 Protective
covering
14 Soak, as Rax
15 Mart mass,
17 Crown
19 Sain
21 Hypothetical
22 Migration
25 Vaat aga
27 Oraclor
31 Mat
32 Registrars
34 Symbol lor
37 Mathematical
361
41 Spelling contest
42 Woody plant
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Fun
I I T J
Crossword Personals
43 CHc beetle
45 French article
47 Metal strand
49 City tn Texas
53 Military
students
57 Ouldo's high .
not
& Shift.
60 Permit
61 Marry
62 A tight doeure
63 Prim of W
DOWN
1 Proposition
2 Bother
3 Mai turkey
4 Rational
5 Guarded
6 Printer's
7Ngath
0 Group of thr
. 9 Sin
10 Edibid11 Possessive
pronoun
16 Writing fluid
18 Decorate
20 Drunkard
22 Pamphlet
23 Severity
24 Baoytonlan
deity
26 Depressed by
numbers
28 Agava plant
29 Indian lent
30 WiBow
32BK
33 Roman bronz
35 Period of rest
39 Coroner: abbr.
40 Haul
41 Exist
44 Plot of land
46 Listener's loan
491
moisture
50 Sudsy brew
51 Young boy
52 rnocee
54 Shad tree
55 Oolong
56 Ply ten
59 Not of scat
Friday. November 30
VIDEO: Say Anything The Underground 7:30 p.m.
DJ: Jonathan Kurdle The Underground 10 p.m.
SPOTLIGHT SHOWCASE: Masankho Banda fol-
lowed by Harmon's Depot
Mom's Showcase 9--1 1 p.m.
Saturday. Dgwmter 1
FILM: Tootsle Mateer 7:30 pm
Wednesday, December 5
VIDEOS: Scrooged 8pm, It's A Wonderful Life 10
p.m. The Underground
DEBATE: "Freedom of Speech Debate"
(In preparation for Louis Stokes)
Lowry Center Pit 6-- 8 p.m.
Trcvcl Agsnta Intcmntiond
We're with you all the way.
LOWEST AIRFARE
GUARANTEED
Our policy states: "Unless otherwise specified
by you. Travel Agents International will get you the
lowest published airfare available on regularly
scheduled domestic airlines at the time of ticketing
or will reimburse you the difference."
We also guarantee delivery of your ticket.
West High Plaza
1430 West High Street
OrrvlIIe, Ohio 44667
Orrville: 682-344- 0
Nationwide: 800-445-73- 36
Reg. TA0933
Happy th Birthday!
Hope you have a great
one. Is this too cutesy??
Trina: How much ground
could a groundhog
ground if a groundhog
could ground ground?
P.S. Thanks for doing the
night shift!
I'm working on the chunk-
ings, MJ!
Your P. R. Pal
Thanks for lunch, Ice
Cream Hurler & Kansas
Buzz!
Yours truly, Pippi
Yo Scigga
Ichabocfs after you
--The Fireman
Yo Turtle - I miss living
with you- - the other turtle
J - gain a clue
Do you want to sell your
loft, offer your typing skills
or just say hi to a friend?
Students, faculty and
staff can put classifieds in
for free. Stick your ad in
campus mail to C-31- 87
or bring it down to the
voice office by 5 p.m.
Monday!
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